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Ace Toronto Discussion Notes
The Role of Aces and/or Arospec People in LGBTQ+ Communities & Spaces– August 20, 2016

10 participants + 2 ASL interpreters (+1 interpreter observing interpretation)

Respect Guidelines (here) [Note: ace = asexual spectrum or people on the asexual spectrum]

• Main Topic: What is your relationship to LGBTQ2+ communities and spaces? How is that 
influenced by various aspects of your identities? Do you personally feel you have a place in an 
LGBTQ2+ community

◦ Feelings of belonging to the LGBTQ2+ community can depend on one’s relationship with a 
certain physical location/particular space (i.e. can feel connected to an LGBTQ2+ community 
in TO but not in a different city or vice versa-- being “hypervisible” as LGBTQ+ in smaller 
towns or invisible in TO)

◦ There can be feelings of exclusion as an ace-person, especially as certain LGBTQ2+ 
community members where there is a strong push for sex positivity and assume an ace 
person does not care about this
▪ What is sex positivity? It can mean many different things and, depending on definition, 

can include or exclude ace people and others who might not want to have sex
• can be sex is awesome and everyone should have lots of it and it's empowering! 

(often hostile toward aces and others)
• or it can mean sexual freedom including freedom to opt out

◦ “The Discourse”: an online meta-argument that aces (especially focused hetero-romantic 
cisgender aces but extends to aroaces and then all aces) do not belong in the queer 
community; this discussion is happening internally in a very small LGBTQ2+ online 
community, including many younger people who say many things ignorant of communities' 
histories
▪ lots of hostility and people avoiding the arguments because they are upsetting)

◦ This discussion has presented two different issues: 
▪ The first is: Do ace and aro people belong in the LGBTQ2+ / queer community & spaces? 

(ie., the places that have the info and services for people who are questioning gender 
and sexual orientation stuff and where people will go to look; like the 519 being open to 
having us hold our discussions in the space, etc.) 

▪ The second is: Who has the right to use the word queer? (ie with issues of history of 
violence and personal experiences with homophobia and transphobia which don't 
necessarily map neatly onto how people identify-- depends on personal experiences 
moving through the world)
• These are arguably two different issues.

◦ The word “queer” is already very contested & complicated history

https://acetoronto.wordpress.com/accessibility/respect-guidlines/
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◦ Ace-phobia within the LGBTQ2+ / queer community runs the risk of creating further “us” 
versus “them” discourse

• What about participating in visibly ace ways in Pride events?

◦ Some people have asked what ace representation is doing at Pride events, implying that it 
does not belong at such events (or even saying that outright)

◦ Toronto Pride in particularly sexualizes young bodies (of particular kinds) and promotes 
capitalism on floats. 
▪ TO parade is arguably so much bigger now than just being for LGBT people, due to 

capitalism and floats advertising capitalist corporations.

◦ Smaller community Pride events (for ex. Peterborough Pride) arguably see less spectatorship 
and see more people wanting to connect with their community than a big Pride event like 
TO’s.

◦ Pride is important for visibility reasons that ace people be involved in Pride, especially as 
many people don’t even know asexuality is an identity and may actually identify as ace if 
they saw ace representation-- people finding ace community that way, service providers 
coming to accept asexuality that way.
▪ It is important for ace people to participate in Pride to push that it is also okay not to 

have sex; it validates the choice to not have sex.
▪ People have stopped trying to fix their ace-ness because they saw Ace TO at Pride.
▪ The ace community, as far as we can tell, also predominantly involves many people who 

are not only ace but also trans, bi, and/or pan.

• Ace-focused Spaces

◦ An ace-focused space perhaps fits better for certain ace people’s needs, as it can often feel 
like sexuality is forced on ace people, and especially ace women. 

▪ how people are “supposed” to respond to sexual advances or unwanted attention from 
strangers
• often offensive, but “supposed” to be flattering; gendered experiences
• value tied to sexual objectification and experiencing internal conflict around that

◦ Many cities don’t have an ace-focused group.

◦ Some ace people can be uncomfortable in straight spaces too. If this is the case, then where 
can ace people go if they are not LGBTQ?

◦ Experience is identity / identity as experience ==> important to recognise people's lived 
experiences

◦ Some people come to ace identities for diverse reasons including trauma and other 
experiences beyond attraction, and it is important to remember that this is valid too.
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◦ Sexual repression is different from asexuality; the ace community thinks about their sexual 
identity, whereas someone who is sexually repressed does not think about their sexual 
identity. “Repression” as a problematic concept.

◦ Even if someone is miserable about not wanting to have sex, the solution is likely not to have 
sex but instead to stop being miserable about not wanting to have sex-- maybe it's society 
with all its expectations that needs to change for that to be possible (change society!)

◦ It is important to have safe distinct spaces where you can talk solely to people who are the 
same identity/experience as you (i.e. ace space, women's space, etctera) about systems like 
colonialism, neo-liberalism, heternormativity, etcetera. 
▪ But within these closed spaces, there are going to be distinct and diverse identities that 

must be listened to and respected.
• Sometimes safety across identities when people are respectful and listen (e.g., last 

month's discussion about misogynist sexual harassment in an ace space... open to 
people of all genders and with men present and that still being safe-- that kind of 
thing is not always possible in all spaces with all groups)

• Ace TO is an example of a closed space. It is not a space for non-ace and non-aro 
allies. Other people who are not ace and not aro spec will not understand some of 
the conversations we have and may interrupt the conversations in ways that are not 
safe and people feeling it important to have a closed space

• It is beneficial to have both closed, separate spaces and also open spaces for/with 
allies.

• There are a lot of social expectations around relationships, romance, and having sex. How are 
your experiences of navigating these situations tied up with being ace or aro spec and how you 
experience things like heterosexism & cissexism?

◦ Some ace and/or aro people experience a tension between following what will make you 
personally happy versus what will make you look/seem happy to those looking in.

◦ Monogamous relationships, marriage, and having babies are what gets celebrated in society 
& in the context of a “work” environment (and that being alienating to people who don't fit 
into the “straight” world (including aroaces).

◦ There is a societal belief that it is impossible to be happy unless you are with someone 
monogamously. There is an assumption that people are single because they don’t have a 
choice but to be single.

◦ Even if you are in a significant relationship but it isn’t “that kind” (i.e., romantic and/or 
sexual), society thinks it “does not count.” (even in LGBTQ2+ contexts too)

◦ This idea of “just friends” devalues the validity of queerplatonic and platonic relationships.

◦ Why categorise relationship types? Descriptive versus prescriptive roles and usefulness of 
talking about relationship types when it comes to naming and navigating social expectations
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◦ Marriage and nuclear families are supposed to be based on romantic love, according to 
current local society; the entire economic organization of society is pushing us to this and the
nuclear family as a consumer unit under capitalism.

◦ Commodification of sex and sexuality ; a destructive idea; 

▪ heteronormative constructions of men wanting sex only and women wanting romance 
only and sex as the price in exchange for commitment/romance

▪ destructive AND not working very well at what it claims to do)

▪ Monogamy presents the desire to control and, hence, “protect” women

• the duality of controlling and protecting (even though it doesn't work very well in 
practice and shouldn't be necessary)

◦ So often in heteronormative society friendship is rejected when a romantic relationship is 
turned down; the devaluing of friendship; people “girlfriend-zoning” people without their 
consent (and then not being interested in friendship)

◦ relationships changing form vs. ending

◦ friend “break-ups” not really talked about or acknowledged as important or impactful

Ideas:

• positive experiences at the camping trip-- maybe plan in advance a longer trip next year?

• discussions with more focus on how we perceive ourselves (instead of how others perceive us)

• discussion topic: intimacy


